
The Priory Church of England Primary School

Curriculum Map: Year 2

Autumn 1 Autumn 2 Spring 1 Spring 2 Summer 1 Summer 2

Theme Title Panic on
Pudding Lane!

Wonderful
Weather

Explorers Hot or Cold Where do I live? Island Home

History /
Geography

The Great Fire of London

EQ: Why was the Great Fire of
London ‘great’?

1: When and where was the Great
Fire of London? Chronology
2: What caused the Great Fire of
London to start and what happened?
Chronology
3: How do we know what happened
in the Great Fire of London? Evidence
Significance
4: Why did the Great Fire of London
spread so quickly and which cause
was most important? Evidence
5: How did the Great Fire of London
change the city? Connection
Significance

2022/2023 Flight
See Year 1 Curriculum map.

Physical Geography: Climate and
Weather

EQ: How does the weather change
through the year?

1: What countries, capital cities and
surrounding seas would you find in
the UK? How would you get from
one to another (compass directions)?
Location
2: What is the difference between
weather and climate? What has the
weather been like this week?
Processes Enquiry
3: What is the weather like in our
country? What are seasons?
Processes
4: How can the weather affect us?
What are the dangers of weather?
Processes
5: Where are other countries with
similar climate and weather to the
UK? Location Place
6: How does the weather change
through the year (measure through
the year)? Enquiry

Explorers

EQ: Who made the biggest discovery
of our world?

1: What was the world like when we
had no world map? Chronology
2: What makes a person from history
significant? Significance
3: Who was Marco Polo and how did
they help us discover the world
around us? Chronology Significance
4: Who was Ernest Shackleton and
how did they help us discover the
world around us? Chronology
Significance
5: Who was Krystyna Liskiewicz and
how did they help us discover the
world around us? Chronology
Significance
6: Who was Sir Rannulph Fiennes
and how did they help us discover
the world around us? Chronology
Significance
7: Who made the biggest discovery
of our world? Significance Evidence
Connection

Physical Geography: Hot and Cold

EQ: Where would you find hot and
cold places in the world?

1: What continents and oceans are
there in the world? How would you
get from one to another (compass
directions)? Location
2: How does living in a hot or cold
place affect life there? Processes
3: Where would you find hot and
cold places on maps, atlases and
globes? Location Enquiry
4: Is there a pattern for where you
would find hot places and cold
places? Processes Enquiry
5: Where would you find hot and
cold places in the world? Location
Enquiry

Geographical Skills: The Local Area

EQ: What geographical features are
there in the local area?

1: Where do we live? Location
2: What does the local area look like
on an aerial photograph and on a
plan? Enquiry
3: What is the difference between a
physical feature and a human
feature? Processes
4: What geographical features can
we see in the local area? Processes
5: What route did we take on a map?
Enquiry
6: How can we create our own maps
of the local area using a key? Enquiry
7: What geographical features are
there in the local area? Processes
Enquiry

Place: Isle of Wight and Zanzibar

EQ: Do the Isle of Wight and
Zanzibar have more similarities or
differences?

1: Where in the UK is the Isle of
Wight? Location
2: Where in the world is Zanzibar?
How would we get there from the
UK? Location
3: Is the coast the same or different
in the Isle of Wight and Zanzibar?
Place Processes
4: Is the topography the same or
different in the Isle of Wight and
Zanzibar? Place Processes
5: Is the vegetation the same or
different in the Isle of Wight and
Zanzibar? Place Processes
6: Are settlements the same or
different in the Isle of Wight and
Zanzibar? Place Processes
7: Do the Isle of Wight and Zanzibar
have more similarities or differences?
Place Enquiry



Memorable
Moments

We will have a Great Fire of London
Drama Day. (2023/24 Onwards)

We will go to Bournemouth Aviation
Museum (2022/23)

Separate to our topic we will perform
the Nativity.

We will dress up for the day as our
favourite explorers. Children will
write about their choice and act out
their story.

Science trail: Druitt Gardens We will make badges and go on a
secret training mission around school.

We will hold an exhibition in the
classroom/hall to show our work
from this unit (Art, Geography,
Science)

Maths Numbers to 100
We will learn to count to 100,

including counting up in 10s. We will
compare numbers using what we

know about place value knowledge.
We will embed our number bonds
and apply them. We will explore

numbers to see patterns within 100.

Addition and Subtraction
We will learn to add and subtract
mentally by applying our number

bonds diagrams as well as using the
standard column method.

Multiplication of 2, 5 and 10
We will be using concrete apparatus

and images to investigate
multiplication by 2, 5 and 10. We will

learn to look for patterns in
multiplication and we will

understand the commutative law.

Multiplication and Division of 2, 5
and 10

We will learn about both the
multiplication and division of 2, 5 and
10. We will look at different ways of

sharing, including sharing and
grouping before learning about

division by 2, 5 and 10. We will also
investigate links between

multiplication and division and odd
and even numbers.

Length
We will deepen our understanding of

how to measure length. We will
begin by understanding what a

metre is and what centimetres are
and then progress to using them in

real-life contexts.

Mass
We will be learning about mass in

the context of kilograms and grams.
We will learn how to read scales, to

compare the weight of different
objects and to solve word problems

in the context of mass.

Temperature
We will learn to measure

temperature. We will learn about
celsius, how to read thermometers
and we will look at what kinds of

temperatures we can measure.

Picture Graphs
We will learn how to read, interpret,

analyse and construct our own
picture graphs with confidence.

More Word Problems
We will be learning to use addition
and subtraction to help solve word

problems. We will learn to make the
decision to use addition and

subtraction. We will use the bar
models to think about what is the
same and what is the difference.

Money
We will learn to write and count

money and we will learn to represent
money using £ and p. We will be

reinforcing previous counting
methods using 5s and 10s to count
quickly and efficiently. We will learn

to show equal amounts of money
and to exchange money. We will
solve problems involving money

using bar modelling.

Two Dimensional Shapes
We will be learning about 2-D

shapes and their different properties.
We will explore how to draw shapes,
make patterns with shapes and turn
shapes using familiar language. We
will be identifying sides of shapes

and their vertices before moving on
to lines of symmetry. We will

recreate shapes using blocks and
sorting the basic shapes before we
learn to draw shapes using square

grids and dot grids.

Three Dimensional Shapes
Following on from our learning about

2D shapes, we will be learning to
recognise, describe and group 3-D

shapes, forming structures with them
and making patterns using 3-D

shapes.

Fractions
We will embed our understanding

that fractions are equal parts and will
focus on halves, quarters and thirds.
We will learn to name fractions of
the same denominations. We will
understand how many quarters,

halves and thirds make a whole. We
will explore how to order and

compare fractions.  We will count in
fractions and begin to learn how to
find fractions of a set of objects or

part of a quantity.

Time
We will learn to tell the time to the

nearest 5 minutes on analogue
clocks. We will learn how to find the
duration of time, the end of a length
of time, the beginning of a length of
time and, finally, compare lengths of

time.
Volume

We will learn to compare volumes of
containers, measuring in l and ml and

solving word problems associated
with volume.

NB: In order to ensure your child is
adequately prepared for the

Assessment Tasks (SAT) undertaken
in May, the class teacher may teach
parts of some chapters at an earlier
date. Non-statutory lesson will be

taught in this time,

English

Writing

Julian is a
Mermaid

Genre
Poetry

Toolkit
Poetry

The way back
home by O.

Jeffers

Genre
Journey Story

Toolkit
Settings

The Journey
Home

Genre
Non-Fiction

Persuasive Letter

Toolkit
Dialogue

The Lonely
Christmas Tree

Genre
Narrative/

description.

Toolkit
Openings and

Endings

Around the world
in 80 Days

Genre
Journey Story

Toolkit
Setting

Rosie Revere,
Engineer

Genre
Information

leaflets/
Narrative

Toolkit
Characterisation

Tadpoles Promise

Genre
Narrative

Toolkit
Description

The House Held
Up By Trees

Genre
News Report

Toolkit
Recount toolkit

If The world
were
Genre
Poem

Toolkit
Poetry

SATS
preparation &

building
evidence bank

Letter/recount  to
paddington about

the Easter
holidays (One

week unit)

Recount and
letter writing

-Benjamin

The Day the
Elephants Led

the Parade.

Genre
Narrative

Toolkit
Description

One week unit

Instructions to
make a

The Big Five
(Endangered

Animals)

Genre
Non-Chronologic

al report

Toolkit
Information texts



Zephaniah marvellous
medicine

Genre
Instructions

English

Grammar &
Punctuation
Core Skills

Grammar
● Word choices are thoughtful and sometimes ambitious with

specific or technical vocabulary used in non-narrative writing.
Punctuation

● Use full stops and capital letters- most are correct. (This will be
across a range of dictated and independent writing)

● Mostly use exclamation and question marks accurately to
demarcate sentences.

Composition
● Develop stamina for writing by writing for different purposes.

Grammar
● Use expanded noun phrases to describe, expand and specify.

(‘the delicate, blue butterfly flew off into the humid, summer sky’)
● Use subordination (when, if, that, or, because). (Consistent use of

both e.g. You need to pack your rain coat because it is going to
rain later.)

Punctuation
● Use capital letters for the personal pronoun I and for most proper

nouns.
Composition

● Plan and discuss the content of their writing.
● Evaluate their writing independently, with peers and with a

teacher by making simple additions and corrections.
● Write, from memory, simple dictated sentences

Grammar
● Use sentences with different fors: statements, questions,

exclamations and commands.
● Use coordination (using or, and, but)
● Use present and past tenses correctly and consistently including

the progressive form.
● Use adjectives, adverbs and expanded noun phrases to add detail

and specify.
Punctuation

● Begin to use commas to separate items in a list.
● Sometimes use apostrophes for singular possession.

Composition
● Proof-read to check for errors in spelling, punctuation and

grammar.
● Make changes, sometimes independently and sometimes in

discussion with an adult, to improve the effect and impact of their
writing.

English

Spelling Core
Skills

(No Nonsense
Spelling)

1. Phase 5 GPCs including
polysyllabic words.

2. Homophones
3. Strategies at the point of

writing, for learning
words and proofreading.

4. Common exception
words

5. High-frequency words
6. /aɪ/ spelt ‘i’ in common

exception words

1. Strategies for learning
words, proofreading

2. Common exception
words and personal
words

3. Phase 5 GPCs that are
not secure

4. Homophones
5. /dʒ/ sound spelt as ‘ge’

and ‘dge’ at the end of
words, and sometimes as
‘g’ elsewhere in words
before ‘e’, ‘i’ and ‘y’

6. /s/sound spelt ‘c’ before
‘e’, ‘i’ and ‘y’

7. /n/ sound spelt ‘kn’ and
‘gn’ at the beginning of
words

1. Strategies at the point of
writing, for learning
words, proofreading

2. /aɪ/sound spelt ‘y’
3. Common exception

words and
high-frequency words

4. Contractions
5. /l/ or /əl/ sound spelt ‘-le’

at the end of words and
following a consonant

6. Adding endings ‘-ing’,
‘-ed’, ‘-er’, ‘-est’ to words
ending in ‘e’ with a
consonant before it

7. Adding the ending ‘y’ to
words ending in ‘e’ with a
consonant before it

8. /iː/ sound spelt ‘ey’
9. Homophones and near

homophones
10. /r/ sound spelt ‘wr’
11. Adding ‘-ing’, ‘-ed’, ‘-er’,

‘-est’ and ‘-y’ to words of
one syllable ending in a
single consonant after a
single vowel

1. /ɒ/ spelt ‘a’ after ‘w’ and
‘qu’

2. Strategies for learning
spellings, at the point of
writing, for learning
words and proofreading.

3. /ʒ/ spelt ‘s’
4. Homophones
5. Adding ‘-es’ to nouns and

verbs ending in ‘y’
6. The possessive

apostrophe (singular
nouns)

7. Adding suffixes ‘-ful’ ,
‘-less’ and ‘-ly’

8. Contractions
9. Words ending ‘-tion’

1. Strategies at the point of
writing, proofreading, for
learning words,

2. The /l/ or /əl/ sound spelt
‘-el’ at the end of words

3. Adding endings ‘-ing’,
‘-ed’, ‘-er’, and ‘-est’ to
words ending in ‘y’

4. The /ɔ:/sound spelt ‘a’
before ‘l’ and ‘ll’

5. The /ɔ:/ sound spelt ‘ar’
after ‘w’

6. Suffixes ‘-ment’ and
‘-ness’

7. Common exception
words

8. The /ɜ:/ sound spelt ‘or’
after ‘w’

9. The possessive
apostrophe

10. The /l/ or /əl/ sound spelt
‘-al’ at the end of words

1. Spellings and concepts
that pupils need to
secure

2. Homophones
3. /ʌ/ sound spelt ‘o’
4. /l/ or /əl/ sounds spelt ‘il’

at the end of words
5. Common exception

words
6. Revision of all the

content from the Year 2
programme

7. Securing spelling
strategies, at the point of
writing ,after writing,
developing proofreading
and checking skills
including using a
dictionary, and learning
spellings.



English

Core Reading
& Poetry

Spine

Non-Fiction: Great Fire of London
Vlad and The Great Fire of London
The Great Fire of London- Emma

Adams

Lost and Found- Oliver Jeffers
The Perfect Fit-Naomi and James

I Am Enough- Grace Byers
Flight

Amazing Aeroplanes- Tony Mitton
and Ant Parker

Little People Big Dreams: Amelia
Earhart

Amelia EarHart- Libby Romero

The Night the Reindeer Saved
Christmas- Raj Kaur Khaira and

Kasia Nowowiejska
The Christmasurus

Shackleton’s Journey
Great Explorers- James Buckley

Little People, Big Dreams: Ernest
Shackleton

Amazing Women- Caryn Jenner
Counting on Katherine.

HIdden Figures
How to catch a Star.
Iggy Peck Architect.

Old Enough to Save Our Planet- Loll
King and Adelina Lirius

Stories from Around the World
The Proudest Blue- Ibthihaj
Muhannad and Hatem Aly
The Invisible- Tom Percival

BFG

BFG (Cont)
The Big Book of Beasts

African Tales
Leaf

Bloom

English

Handwriting

Recap Year 1 Handwriting objectives
Practising joining to the top: ai
Practising the join from the letter e:
ee
Practising joining from the letter i: ie

Practising the horizontal join: oa
Practising the size and height of
letters: oo
Practising the size and height of
letters: oi
Practising capital letters
Practising joining to the letter a: ea

Practising joining to the letter r: er
Practising the horizontal join: ou
Practising small letters - same height
and size: or
Practising joining to the letter r: air
Practising joining to ascenders: al

Practising joining from the letter o: ot
Practising printing
Practising joining to and from the
letter c
Practising writing the letter g
Practising the diagonal join: le

Practising the two ways of joining the
letter s: sh, es
Practising joining to the letter y: ky
Practising joining to the letter g: ing
Reviewing the four handwriting joins:
kn, mb, wh, wr
Practising joining from the letter w:
wa

Practising correct height and size of
letters: ly
Practising punctuation
Practising joining to and from the
letter i: cian
Practising joining to and from the
letter s: less
Practising joining from the letter e:
est

English

Whole Class
Reading (KS2)

Reading carousel on the first and
last week of each half-term to assess

reading book bands.

Weekly Whole Class Reading
Banded Books

This is How We Do It
King of The Birds

The WoodCutter and the Bear
On Safari

Poles Apart

Reading carousel on the first and last
week of each half-term to assess

reading book bands.

Weekly Whole Class Reading
Banded Books

Rabbit’s Birthday Surprise
The Mystery Man

The Secret
Little Blue, Big Blue
The Singing Princess
Count On Your Body

Reading carousel on the first and last
week of each half-term to assess

reading book bands.

Ada Twist Scientist
Winters Child

Reading carousel on the first and last
week of each half-term to assess

reading book bands

The Shopping Basket
Fanatical About Frogs.

Reading carousel on the first and last
week of each half-term to assess

reading book bands.

The Pea and The Princess
The Magic Finger

Reading carousel on the first and last
week of each half-term to assess

reading book bands.

George’s Marvellous Medicine.
Africa, Amazing Africa

English

Let’s Think in
English

Rosies Walk
Frames of reference

What is it important to have in a
story? What do you think is

important that stories include?
(problem, villain)

Selfish Crocodile - Faustin Charles
Classification (heroes)

The Suitcase - Chris Nayor
Symbolic reasoning

Drawing activities and reflection
based on previous thoughts

Fish is fish
Leo Lionni

Frames of Reference
Follow bridging on slide

Journey - Aaron Becker
Symbolic reasoning

If the boy was to draw something
else, what might it be?  Pick a few

pages from the climax where she is
saving the bird and add speech

bubbles.

Why do some characters do

Kids (poetry) - Spike Milligan
Intentions and Consequences

Can you think of other stories /
poetry where adults try to change
the behaviour of children (michael
Rosen link) Try reading the poem

with different tones - performance
poetry. (fluency building) Illustrate
the Michael Rosen poetry. How do

Wild - Owen hughes
Symbolic Reasoning

Role play different characters - what
might they be thinking at these

moments
Compare wild to something else

How is it similar or different
Is wild similar or different to fairy

The Wall - John Agee
Intentions and consequences

Write an account of how the wall
came to be? Who built it and why?
Would the world be better without

the wall?



Surprising heroes, heroes who are
not strong or big.

Zog - Julia Donaldson and Axel
Scheffler

Classification (breaking stereotypes)

Hugh did it? - training text
Draw your own page for the book,

who ate all the jam - draw a picture?
Who feels nervous - draw a picture.

Think about the reader as you write.
What could we change or not

change?

I want my hat back? - Jon Klassen
Narrative sequencing

Role play, question and answer
sessions with the bear.

dangerous things for others? Link to
real life - why do people do
dangerous things for others?

Quest - Aaron Becker
Classification

Can you imagine an additional task
that the boy and girl might complete

on the quest? Where would the
quest within the narrative?

Is I want my hat back on a quest?

Return - Aaron Becker
Frames of Reference

Whole long bridging session from
previous text, read, pause, reflect.

What’s changed for the girl? Can you
imagine the transformation for the

girl? Annotate the final image - what
will her and her family be like at the

end?

you see the girl and adult in the
Michael Rosen poem?

Dark (poetry) - Scared of the Dark
Frames of Reference

How do you decide which picture
was most fitting? Other stories /

poems set in the dark?
The dark lemony snicket (LC) bridges

into Orion and the dark

Something Else - Kathryn Cave
NB - do not use if time does not

allow.

tales

Elise (the visitor) - Antje Damm
Symbolic Reasoning

Different colours link to different
feelings?

Bridge to poem on slides within
reflection questions. If you can’t see a

colour, how could you use other
senses to describe it?

Big wolf, little wolf - Nadine
Brun-Cosme and Oliver Tallec

Frames of Reference
Consider times where it was difficult
to express their feelings to someone

else.
Consider the feelings and thoughts
of others from another story. Bridge
back to little creatures that appear?
Link back to Grandma in Jullian and
the mermaid - or Jullian looking in

the mirror.

Science Chemistry: Everyday Materials and
their Uses
● identify and compare the suitability

of a variety of everyday materials,
including wood, metal, plastic,
glass, brick, rock, paper and
cardboard for particular uses

● find out how the shapes of solid
objects made from some materials
can be changed by squashing,
bending, twisting and stretching

Materials, shape, suitability, solid,
changes, properties, heat, insulators
conductors, forces, squashing,
bending, twisting,
stretching,reflective       similarities,
differences, wood, metal, plastic,
glass, brick, rock, paper
cardboard, uses

Biology: Animals including humans.
● notice that animals, including

humans, have offspring which
grow into adults

● find out about and describe the
basic needs of animals, including
humans, for survival (water, food
and air)

● describe the importance for
humans of exercise, eating the
right amounts of different types of
food, and hygiene

Animal, human, adult, parent,
young, offspring, water, food, air
exercise, hygiene,environment
fossil, skeleton, body, organs, diet
healthy, height, growth,weight

Biology: Living things in their
habitats
● explore and compare the

differences between things that
are living, dead, and things that
have never been alive

● identify that most living things
live in habitats to which they are
suited and describe how different
habitats provide for the basic
needs of different kinds of animals
and plants, and how they depend
on each other

● identify and name a variety of
plants and animals in their
habitats, including microhabitats

● describe how animals obtain their
food from plants and other
animals, using the idea of a simple
food chain, and identify and name
different sources of food

Biology - Plants
● observe and describe how

seeds and bulbs grow into
mature plants

● find out and describe how
plants need water, light and
a suitable temperature to
grow and stay healthy

Plants, seeds, bulbs, mature, water,
light, healthy, temperature,
germinate       growth, reproduce,
roots, flowers, petal, stem, insects,
pollen, leaves, Sun

Computing Computing Systems and Networks:
IT Around Us

How is information technology used
in the world around us?

Identifying IT and how its responsible

Creating Media: Digital
Photography

How can media be added digitally for
a purpose?

Capturing and changing digital

Programming: Robot Algorithms

What are algorithms?

Creating and debugging programs,
and using logical reasoning to make
predictions.

Data and Information: Pictograms

How can data be collected and
organised?

Collecting data in tally charts and
using attributes to organise and

Creating Media: Making Music

How can media be added digitally for
a purpose?

Using a computer as a tool to explore
rhythms and melodies, before

Programming: An Introduction to
Quizzes

What are algorithms?

Designing algorithms and programs
that use events to trigger sequences



use improves our world in school and
beyond.

information technology

Online Safety Focus:
Be Internet Brave
Acceptable Use Policy; Be Internet
Legends Overview; Set Up Logins
and Discuss Use

emotion, feeling, positive, negative

photographs for different purposes.

photograph, edit, portrait, landscape,
composition

Online Safety Focus:
Be Internet Sharp
Thinkuknow Jessie & Friends
Episode 3 Part 1

personal information, public, private

algorithm, predict

Online Safety Focus:
Be Internet Alert
Thinkuknow Jessie & Friends
Episode 3 Part 2

honest, unreliable, suspicious, trustworthy

present data on a computer.

data, tally chart, attribute, pictogram,
collect, present

Online Safety Focus:
Be Internet Alert / Be Internet
Kind
Be Internet Legends Family
Adventure Episode 1

honest, unreliable, suspicious, trustworthy,
bullying

creating a musical composition.

Online Safety Focus:
Be Internet Sharp / Be Internet
Alert
Be Internet Legends Family
Adventure Episode 2

personal information, public, private,
honest, unreliable, suspicious, trustworthy

of code to make an interactive quiz.

code, program, test, debug

Online Safety Focus:
Be Internet Secure
Be Internet Legends Family
Adventure Episode 3

password

Art & Design /
Design &

Technology

Drawing / Sculpture: Architecture

Pattern Texture Line Form Space

1: Take Inspiration: Christopher Wren
2: Try Out New Ideas: creating 3D
structures imitating St Paul’s
cathedral, exploring the significance
of buildings (restoring London as a
key world centre after the Great Fire),
using line to represent form
3: Create a Piece of Art

Textiles: Templates and Joining
Techniques

Design, make and evaluate a puppet
(product) for a friend (user) for
putting on a puppet show (purpose).

1: What products already exist?
Evaluate
2: What is our design criteria? How
can our product be purposeful,
functional and appealing? How can
we use talking and templates to
show our design? Design
3: What materials and tools will I use
to make the product and why? What
technical skills will I use to make the
product? Design Make Evaluate
4: How effectively does my product
meet its purpose? Evaluate

Mechanisms: Wheels and Axles

Design, make and evaluate a
transportation vehicle (product) for
an explorer (user) for moving
around in (purpose).

1: What products already exist?
Evaluate
2: What is our design criteria? How
can our product be purposeful,
functional and appealing? How can
we use talking and drawing to show
our design? Design
3: What materials and tools will I use
to make the product and why? What
technical skills will I use to make the
product? Design Make Evaluate
4: How effectively does my product
meet its purpose? Evaluate

Drawing / Painting: Portraits

Colour Pattern Line Shape Space

1: Take Inspiration: human form,
Giuseppe Arcimboldo, Pablo Picasso,
Paul Klee
2: Try Out New Ideas: exploring
different colours to express emotions,
exploring space (proportion of
human face) using techniques in line
3: Create a Piece of Art

Food: Preparing Fruit and
Vegetables

Design, make and evaluate a fruit
salad (product) for their family (user)
for enjoying eating healthily
(purpose).

1: What products already exist?
Evaluate
2: What is our design criteria? How
can our product be purposeful,
functional and appealing? How can
we use talking to show our design?
Design
3: What materials and tools will I use
to make the product and why? What
technical skills will I use to make the
product? Design Make Evaluate
4: How effectively does my product
meet its purpose? Evaluate

Painting: Colour in Landscapes

Colour Line Space

1: Take Inspiration: photographs of
African landscapes, John Ndambo
2: Try Out New Ideas: mixing colours
(warm and cool colours)
3: Create a Piece of Art

https://drive.google.com/file/d/16QJyRluEs6zbrgA0q0zfZsU_2od8fZXq/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/16QJyRluEs6zbrgA0q0zfZsU_2od8fZXq/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1XJcEXEl_Q6nWIdYLP322E8zR1Mk-HWk9/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1sHK-9eGTAxt0_UvHqxBF4DEEcE5y5TiR/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1sHK-9eGTAxt0_UvHqxBF4DEEcE5y5TiR/view?usp=sharing


Music Hands, Feet, Heart
Style: South African Styles

Ho Ho Ho
Style: Christmas, Big Band, Motown,
Elvis, Freedom songs

Nativity Songs

I Wanna Play In A Band
Style: Rock

Zootime
Style: Reggae

Reflect, Rewind, Replay
Style: Western classical music

Reflect, Rewind, Replay
Style: Western classical music

R.E. Special Clothes
Do the clothes we wear matter?

Sikhi faith traditions

A: special, belonging
B:
C: khalsa (S), five Ks (S)

Good News
What does it feel like to receive
‘good news’?

Christian traditions

A: good news
B:
C:

UC: Gospel (1): What is the good
news Jesus brings?

church visit

Special Stories
Why do we tell stories?

Christian traditions
Jewish traditions
Sikhi faith traditions
Hindu traditions
Buddhist traditions
Muslim traditions

A: special, remembering, storytelling
B:
C: parable (C)

Special Stories
Why do we tell stories?

Christian traditions
Jewish traditions
Sikhi faith traditions
Hindu traditions
Buddhist traditions
Muslim traditions

A: special, remembering, storytelling
B:
C: parable (C)

Creation (2)
Who made the world?

Christian traditions

A: creation
B:
C:

UC: Creation (2): Who made the
world?

Special Books
+
What books are special for people?

Christian traditions
Jewish traditions
Sikhi faith traditions
Hindu traditions
Buddhist traditions
Muslim traditions

A: special
B: holy
C: Bible (C), Tanakh (J), Guru Granth
Sahib (S), Vedas (H), Tripitaka (B),
Qur’an (M)

P.E. Complete PE
Locomotion: Dodging

The unit of work will challenge
pupils to apply their knowledge of
how, where and why to dodge.
Pupils will learn the roles of
attacking and defending and start to
understand when we attack and
when we defend while using their
dodging skills.

Gymnastics: Linking

The unit of work will challenge
pupils to explore different ways that
they can link movements and
balances together. Pupils will apply
'champion gymnastics’ and be able to
perform a sequence on apparatus
focused on; jumps, rolls and
balances.

Complete PE

Ball Skills: Hands 1
The unit of work will challenge
pupils to combine their developing
dribbling, passing and receiving skills
in order to keep possession and score
a point. Pupils will apply these skills
in teams in various games and
activities.

Dance: Water

The unit of work will challenge
pupils to use their whole body when
creating sequences of movements.
Pupils will explore and respond to
music as a stimulus. Using various
dynamics and movement qualities,
pupils will be able to use descriptive
language to discuss these various
movement qualities.

Complete PE

Ball Skills: Feet
The unit of work will develop pupils’
ability to apply effective dribbling
skills. Pupils will develop their
understanding of why we need to be
accurate when kicking (passing) a
ball. Pupils will be able to
collaborate and work together in a
team.
Dance: Explorers
The unit of work will develop pupil’s
ability to create and develop their
characters, adding movements,
expression and emotion to their
performance. Pupils will be able to
create a motif and will develop their
motifs with a partner to include some
different elements of choreography.

Complete PE

Ball Skills: Hands 2
The unit of work will challenge
pupils to apply their understanding
of underarm and overarm throwing
to beat their opponents. Pupils will
further extend their understanding of
why we need to be accurate when
we throw.
Gymnastics: Pathways
The unit of work will challenge
pupils to explore different ways that
they can link movements and
balances together while travelling
along a variety of pathways. Pupils
will apply 'champion gymnastics’ and
be able to perform a sequence on
apparatus while travelling along a
chosen pathway

Complete PE

Locomotion: Jumping
The unit of work will challenge pupils
to apply their prior learning of how to
jump and use this to jump in
combination and link jumps. Pupils
will continue to develop their ability
to apply jumping in games.
Games for Understanding
The unit of work will challenge pupils
to create simple defending and
attacking tactics, while continuing to
develop an understanding of the
transition from defence to attack.
Pupils will apply these tactics as a
team into games.

Complete PE

Health and Wellbeing
The unit of work will consolidate
pupils’ understanding of agility,
balance and coordination, applying
these elements of fitness in a variety
of activities. Pupils will perform
circuits, understanding how
motivation can enhance performance.

Team Building
The unit of work will develop pupils’
ability to apply effective teamwork,
ensuring that everyone is included
and understands their role. Pupils
will begin to develop and apply
simple strategies to solve problems.

P.S.H.E. Being Me in my world

● Hopes and fears for the year
● Rights and responsibilities
● Rewards and consequences
● Safe and fair learning

environment
● Valuing contributions
● Choices

Celebrating difference

● Assumptions and
stereotypes about gender

● Understanding bullying
● Standing up for self and

others
● Making new friends
● Gender diversity

Dreams and Goals

● Achieving realistic goals
● Perseverance
● Learning strengths
● Learning with others
● Group cooperation
● Contributing to and sharing

success

Healthy Me

● Motivation
● Healthier choices
● Relaxation
● Healthy eating and nutrition
● Healthier snacks and sharing

food

Relationships

● Different types of family
● Physical contact boundaries
● Friendship and conflict
● Secrets Trust and

appreciation
● Expressing appreciation for

special relationships

Changing Me

● Life cycles in nature
● Growing from young to old
● Increasing independence
● Differences in female and

male bodies (correct
terminology)

https://docs.google.com/document/d/16ri2acSFBl2cgopc43JEyGKk6ap_DdyaMSQct1-JBiE/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1uiUxYal77nTbHDabNZJeZhCGq_sE9gt-vVPdWqevEWY/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1uiUxYal77nTbHDabNZJeZhCGq_sE9gt-vVPdWqevEWY/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1w6JBdlAJBX5L_Pr42lb1UyLHMbtQGEl7FpSJY_62Pwo/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1w6JBdlAJBX5L_Pr42lb1UyLHMbtQGEl7FpSJY_62Pwo/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1OMUI1PzIoLlRnYaNt3Z5Pi6xRxGyGiCM93GcaAd34ek/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/12AjKpkQqyjrR1LM8N03-V-J_1KtaXNbGW_yQSz5Iho0/edit?usp=sharing


● Recognising feelings ● Celebrating difference and
remaining friends

● Assertiveness Preparing for
transition

Wellbeing &
Heartsmart

Heartsmart
Get Headsmart
A1 B8 C4

Heartsmart
Too much selfie isn’t healthy
A3 B6 B9

Heartsmart
Don’t forget to let the love in
A3 B6 B8

Heartsmart
Don’t rub it in, rub it out.
A3 B6 B9

Heartsmart
Fake is a mistake
A1 B4 B8

Headsmart
No way through isn’t true
A2 B9 C7


